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 Few would contest that Lil Wayne is the definitive rapper of the past decade. He 

is a mysterious, enigmatic, and prolific figure in music. In 2004 Wayne released Tha 

Carter, his fourth solo studio album and the one that proved to be the true genesis of his 

explosion into modern popular culture. While the Mannie Fresh produced “Go D.J.” 

remains the most recognizable track from the album, it is “BM J.R.” that shines as one of 

Lil Wayne’s true gems from the most authentic period of his career. 

 “BM J.R.” is a blatantly violent song. When the first stanza opens, Lil Wayne 

immediately introduces this theme with: 

1  Murder capital, only key to survive is kill 
2  If the elements don't murder you the riders will for real 
3  And niggas know I go hard to the fullest 
4  Get involved and I got em' playing dodgeball with bullets 
	  

The song’s thematic content from start to finish is unquestionably confrontational, 

aggressive, gritty, ruthless, and threatening. Yet in these first four lines alone, there are 

undertones of hopelessness that hint at a deeper story than simply violent braggadocio. In 

“BM J.R.” Wayne is painting a picture of a kill-or-be-killed environment. He even 

appears to be vaguely attempting to justify the ruthlessness of his claims by highlighting 

some of the problems that put him in the position to make them. Developing this theme, 

the first stanza interweaves clever punch line threats such as, “Them niggas in Pakistan 

ain’t packing like your man,” with social commentary like, “You see we grind from the 

bottom just to make it to the bottom.” The first stanza also reveals a religious dichotomy 

when Wayne raps: 

28  No religion but the cops swear that I'm a drug lord 
29  Father forgive them for they know not who they pushing lord 
30  Father forgive me if I have to send them to you lord  
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He claims no religion and in the next line sends prayers to the Father, assumed to be God. 

Of course, “No religion…” could simply be a rhetorical device used to set up the “drug 

lord” punch line, but the fact that these prayerful lines immediately follow the claim 

portrays Wayne’s ambivalence to whether the need for true forgiveness or simply the 

need for cleverness is driving his word choices and content decisions. 

In his iconic stream-of-consciousness delivery style, Wayne goes on to elaborate 

in the second and third stanzas on the many ways in which he can and will bring harm 

upon his enemies. As the song progresses, the hyperbole becomes exceedingly egregious 

and he becomes outrageously violent in playful and torturous ways. Sections such as: 

4  I lie his body in grease set fire to him 
5  I tie his body in sheets, put the tires to him 

and 

9  Flip your vehicle, split your windshield 
10  Wack your Baby momma but I let the kid live 
 

stand out as grisly and horrifying almost to the point of being difficult to take seriously. 

These lines impact the listener in much the same way over the top horror movies often 

inspire nervous laughter from the audience. The reassurance of mercy with “but I let the 

kid live” comes across as minutely encouraging in the context of the savage imagery of 

the previous lines. And yet, it is still honestly a bit of a relief to hear a touch of humanity 

left in Lil Wayne, who at this point in the song is describing himself as “slight bananas.” 

He ingeniously prevents the listener from ever being one hundred percent certain that his 

claims are indeed pure hyperbole, and in turn draws the listener in to the harsh realities of 

his words and unpredictability of his character. His bold braggadocio, at times unrelated 

to the rest of the song’s violent claims, picks up as the song progresses. At the conclusion 
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of the third stanza Wayne brilliantly sneers “I’m the man in my land, call it 

LilWeezyana.” At its heart, this is a self-indulging song about gratuitous violence, and 

while the semantic themes and ideas of “BM J.R.” provide interesting fodder for 

discussion, the true beauty and ingenuity of this song rest in its sonic and poetic qualities. 

 Poetically, in this song Lil Wayne proves himself a master of modern rap. 

Throughout all three stanzas he is in complete control of every line, oozing with 

confidence and swagger as he laces measure after measure with a cool, inspired, 

aggressive delivery. Wayne’s flow is built around an alternating pattern of steady 

significant pauses on the 1 count of new measures, broken up by streams of lines that ride 

one after another over multiple measures without any significant pauses, until he stops 

again on the 1 count of a succeeding measure. These streams range from two to eight 

lines at a time, and virtually anytime he pauses significantly on the 1 count after a set of 

lines it marks the beginning of a new main idea. For example: 

33 (Pause) Damn, them niggaz pussy and jive 
34  Not even in an eye exam, they ain't looking for "I" 
35  The A and the K will make your face cook to the side 
36  Now when you smiling everybody gotta look from the side 
37  Cause when you wilding you ain't looking, you just looking high 
38  And when we hungry you look like pie 
39  Sweet potato ass nigga, you lemon meringue, apple custard, cherry jelly 
40  Don't make me get the biscuit buster 
41 (Pause)What up chizzle you my distant brother 
42  Real shit nigga, same father different mothers, yep 

The underlined content represents the eight-line stream void of significant pauses, 

followed by the significant pause in line 41. However, Wayne also falls into a rhythm of 

consecutive significant pauses on the 1 count at times. This has the effect of isolating 

each line as its own main idea, though these ideas may combine to form a larger 

collective theme. The most prominent example of this comes in the second stanza: 
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28  No religion but the cops swear that I'm a drug lord 
29 (Pause) Father forgive them for they know not who they pushing lord 
30 (Pause) Father forgive me if I have to send them to you lord 
31 (Pause) I'm just trying to dodge the shots they send to the god 
32 (Pause) They riding up highway to heaven boulevard 

Significant 1 count pauses fall at the beginning of the following lines in the first stanza, 

(3,5,7,9,11,13,14,15,17,19,21,22,23,25,27,29,30,31,32,33,41,43,44) second stanza, 

(7,9,11,13) and third stanza (2,3,9,11,13,17). 

With this pattern established as the foundation of his response to the metrical 

pressures of the rhythm, Lil Wayne manipulates the sonic qualities of his words in 

innovative, artistic, and remarkable ways. The devices he uses the most, and most 

effectively, are the repetition of words and sounds and the placing of sonic emphasis 

within lines. Take for example, from the first stanza: 

3  And niggas know I go hard to the fullest 
4  Get involved and I got em' playing dodge ball with bullets 
5  Yeah, I got the sawed off fully in the Sean John hoodie 

Along with the assonance created by the repetition of the “o/a” vowel sound, he places a 

particular emphasis on “hard,” “volved,” “dodge,” “sawed,” and “Sean,” intentionally 

pronouncing them very similarly. This creates a sense of rhyme within the lines, in 

addition to the standard end rhymes “fullest” and “bullets.” Lil Wayne’s technique 

deepens the sonic elements of every line. Rather than waiting for the end of each line for 

the audible punch, the listener is hit throughout the delivery with emphasis that breathes 

life into the words. More examples of this include, from the first stanza: 

9  Damn, and if the red dot spot him then the hollow head got him 
10  Knock his top to his bottom jack 
11  Yeah, you see we grind from the bottom just to make it to the bottom 
12  At the very bottom of the map 
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The assonance of the “o” vowel sound combines with the repetition of both the actual 

word “bottom” and its sound to give these lines a cool consistency and rhyme texture. 

Wayne puts almost the exact same emphasis on “bottom” each time to enhance its effect. 

As a final example, from the third stanza notice first the impeccable assonance with the 

“i/e” sound followed by a prodigious section of varying “an” and “a/e” sound repetitions: 

7  I ain't tripping nigga, I play the corner like Ripken nigga 
8  With the 40 cal Ripken nigga, rip a nigga 
9  Flip your vehicle, split your windshield 
10  Wack your Baby momma but I let the kid live 
11  And people say that I am a kid still 
12  Cause the lil nigga still ride on them big wheels 
13  You feeling animal then come on and get killed 
14  And sig peel bandanas like bananas 
15  Say i'm slight bananas I blow a weekend in Havana 
16  In my cabana, with my bottom bitch from Savannah 
17  Man a train couldn't stop your man 
18  I man up and you not a man, I stand up  
19  Say I got my land, I'm the man in my land 
20  Call it LilWeezyana 
21  That’s the new plan 
 
 This is a virtuosic display of assonance and repetition. The command of words 

and the sounds that compose them that Lil Wayne displays in “BM J.R.” is simply 

astounding. It has incredible sonic complexity. His decisions about what sounds to 

emphasize and how to emphasize them reflect the work of a master of the poetic function 

of linguistics. In addition to expert repetition and assonance, the stanzas of “BM J.R.” 

also contain both feminine and non-feminine double rhymes, (for a non-feminine 

example: “primates” and “five states” in lines 20-21 of the first stanza), as well as 

moments where the semantic meanings and sonic qualities of lines overlap and interact. 

Take for example the end of the first stanza: 

47  Rest in peace… 
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The lyrics “Rest in peace” coincide with the end of the stanza, and Wayne rests from his 

flow momentarily while Birdman talks. 

Throughout this song, Lil Wayne is employing techniques that have been 

developing in rap since it’s early years. To name a few, smoothness, repetition, rhymes, 

slurs, swagger, rhythmic variations, pauses, and generally innovative flow are all in his 

arsenal. He shows a command of these and other techniques, at least in the context of this 

song, that categorizes him as a master of modern rap. It’s no coincidence he was probably 

the most influential rapper of the mid to late 2000’s. Lil Wayne represents, in many ways, 

a culmination of the progression of rap up to this point, and he has made strides to 

advance the art even further. 

 

  

 

 


